
Ransomware is advanced malware that encrypts and holds your digital 
assets such as files or computer systems hostage, and demands ransom to 
regain access. Ransomware attacks can take only seconds to damage your 
valuable systems and data, potentially causing irreversible data loss and 
financial damage. Ransomware can be highly profitable for cybercriminals, 
and an increasing number are utilizing ransomware to extract money from 
victims, with the average ransom increasing 14-fold from $6,000 in 2018 to 
$84,000 in 20194.  Spam or phishing emails, lack of cybersecurity training, 
and weak password/access management continue to be the top causes of 
ransomware attacks1. 

In May 2017, the world witnessed the most significant ransomware attack 
to date: WannaCry The attack infected over 230,000 machines, striking 
computers in over 150 countries and costing over $4 billion in losses across 
the globe2.  Since then, the world has seen other serious ransomware 
exploits such as Petya, NotPetya, with the primary source of propagation 
often an infected email attachment.  

Since ransom is often collected in bitcoins, government agencies struggle to 
track cybercriminals and bring them to justice. The outlook of ransomware 
variants isn’t getting better; there are four times more new variants of 
ransomware since WannaCry. Manufacturing, healthcare, utility services, 
retail, and financial services organizations have all been crippled by 
ransomware attacks. If left undetected and not contained, ransomware 
can quickly spread laterally to other endpoints and assets in the network, 
causing irreparable financial and brand damage.  

The Rise of Ransomware

Phishing email: number 
one method for circulating 
ransomware is through a 
malicious attachment

Malvertising: compromises    
the infrastructure of an online   
ad network and delivers  
malware through page       
display ads 

Ransomware-as-a-service:  
easy to deploy, less risk, high 
reward, and extensive affiliate 
networks to leverage

USB bait devices: study 
suggests 49 percent of bait 
USBs get plugged into a 
computer3

The primary sources 
of ransomware
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 a Attackers use phishing emails or weaponize websites 
to trick users into downloading a beacon (malicious 
code) which is used for infection

 a The beacon downloads and execution begins, 
though the files don’t get encrypted

 a The malicious code dwells in the machine for a 
long period, to determine the scope of data to 
be encrypted 

 a At this stage,  detection controls have failed. 
Perimeter firewall, proxy, AV, EDR and IPS/IDS 
has allowed the traffic to go through

 a The beacon executed makes a connection to 
command and control, which is controlled by the 
attacker

 a The command and control server is used by the 
attacker to execute commands remotely to the 
compromised machine

 a Connection is established with the command 
and control server, even in case of reboot the 
malicious code will get executed and connect 
to command and control server. The attacker 
“owns” the system

 a Malicious code scans the local machine to locate 
the files to encrypt

 a Then scans the data store in a cloud synced from 
local data, network fileshare, and USB drive

 a At this stage, the attacker understands the 
permission levels of the compromised user 
such as read, write or delete and builds the data 
inventory

 a Once, the encryption is 
complete. The attacker 
demands the ransom in 
bitcoins 

 a Usually encryption starts with local files, 
then the data in the cloud or network file 
share

 a The data in the cloud or network file share 
is downloaded locally to encrypt. Then the 
encrypted information is uploaded, and 
the original data file is deleted

ColorTokens Zero Trust Security Prevents Ransomware Attacks
Based on a Zero Trust architecture, ColorTokens security solution with Xprotect and Xshield delivers real-time 
protection against ransomware, preventing them from becoming large-scale, costly corporate attacks. The solution 
effectively reduces the attack surface, prevents lateral infection, and stops a ransomware attack efficiently by 
visualizing, intervening, and blocking unauthorized and malicious behavior during the ransomware attack phases. 

Figure 1: ColorTokens in action against GrandCrab Ransomware

Ransomware Attack Phases
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 a Trust score protects from 
known-bad application/
processes

 a Rule rings block any 
application behavior 
violation, based on the 
parent-child relationship

 a Application whitelisting 
blocks execution of 
unsanctioned applications 
or processes

 a The isolated file helps 
quarantine the malware

        
 a Visualization provides 
details of unauthorized 
command and control 
communication

        
 a Rule rings block any 
application behavior 
violation, based on the 
parent-child relationship

 a Application whitelisting 
blocks execution of 
unsanctioned applications 
or processes   

        
 a Visualization provides 
information on 
unauthorized outbound 
communication and 
the process making the 
connection to command 
and control              

 a Blocks the connection 
when micro-segmentation 
is enforced              

 a Quarantining assets early 
in the threat cycle helps 
stop further propagation 
of malware in your 
network

        
 a Rule rings block any 
application behavior 
violation, based on the 
parent-child relationship

 a Application whitelisting 
blocks execution of 
unsanctioned applications 
or processes

 a USB protect blocks 
ransomware propagation 
by denying access to 
and from USB storage 
with granular access 
permission to read, write, 
and delete

        
 a Visualization provides 
information on 
unauthorized outbound 
communication and 
the process making the 
connection to command 
and control 

 a Blocks the connection 
when micro-segmentation 
is enforced

 a Quarantining assets early 
in the threat cycle can 
stop further propagation 
of malware in your 
network

The various ransomware attack phases and ColorTokens’ approach to blocking ransomware attacks are described below.

 a With ColorTokens the 
complete Ransomware 
intrusion phase is 
disrupted             

        
 a Rule rings block any 
application behavior 
violation, based on the 
parent-child relationship               

 a Application whitelisting 
blocks execution of 
unsanctioned applications 
or processes

 a File Protect can block 
access to critical and 
sensitive files, such as 
database files, that even 
the privileged users and 
administrators of the OS 
can bypass



SOLUTION BRIEF

ColorTokens provides a simplified, Zero Trust (“Never Trust, Always Verify”) approach to securing an enterprise’s 
most valuable network assets and endpoints against cyber attacks.  The platform is based on the NIST Zero Trust 
framework to address evolving new threats and compliance requirements.  It is 100% cloud-delivered for fast time 
to value, enables granular visibility, security and control over endpoints, applications and network assets to vastly 
reduce the attack surface and prevent breaches.  Customers benefit from increased cyber resilience to attacks, 
rapid containment, and minimized business disruption or downtime.  

provides comprehensive visibility and protection for critical network assets, workloads and applications distributed 
across data center and hybrid/multi-cloud environments. A software-defined micro-segmentation solution for 
internal networks, Xshield prevents lateral movement and the spread of breaches by creating Zero Trust Secure 
Zones™ (micro-perimeters) around network assets such as workloads/applications.  It blocks unauthorized 
communications between assets, enforces least privilege access policies, and effectively prevents malware 
propagation and insider threats.  

provides an enhanced layer of security for endpoints with application whitelisting and USB device control.  
Transparent to end users, the ultra light weight agent allows only legitimate applications to execute while blocking 
all unauthorized processes.  This delivers a Zero Trust based approach that goes beyond traditional endpoint 
security to protect business-critical endpoints including POS, fixed and unpatched systems, from malicious access 
and advanced threats such as ransomware.  

quantify
is a threat assessment service for enterprises that calculates breach probability and quantifies the costs of a 
breach across all enterprise assets.  It provides accurate, detailed cost projections mapped with NIST or CIS 
20 controls.  The comprehensive analysis enables enterprises to both qualify and quantify cyber risk for their 
organization, and facilitates executive decision-making on the best security measures needed to reduce cyber 
insurance costs. 

ColorTokens Breach Prevention Services 
are fully managed, turnkey services for businesses. We deploy and manage Zero Trust security in the network.

or send your query to info@colortokens.com

START FREE TRIAL NOW

ColorTokens Spectrum Platform delivers proactive security from the data center to edge, including public clouds. Engineered to the NIST-ZTA (Zero 
Trust Architecture) standards, ColorTokens defends organizations from internal and external threats. The award-winning cloud-delivered platform 
enables security and compliance professionals with real-time visibility, workload and endpoint protection, and zero-trust network access – while 
seamlessly integrating with existing security tools. For more information, please visit www.colortokens.com

1. https://www.statista.com/statistics/700965/leading-cause-of-ransomware-infection/
2. https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/threats/ransomware-wannacry
3. https://zakird.com/papers/usb.pdf
4. Group IB

ColorTokens Zero Trust Security Platform
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